My final project proposal will involve a combination of assignments one and six as an expansion of the hypertext narrative into a glitch html page. The outline of the page will be similar to a page that was shown in assignment five. Hopefully the web page will be well formatted and functional with the wonderful use of glitch art and html video usage. The images that will be used for this assignment are personal images that I saved on my PC and Macbook. Each of them will be edited with a variety of programs such as audacity, brackets, GIMP, blender, sculptris, wordpad, pixelsorter, notepad++, Irfan View Graphic Viewer and Microsoft word. Each program will serve as a core purpose for this assignment for the glitch art or hypertext narrative, maybe even both. Of course I’ll be documenting the errors that occurs during the project and the progress I make as well by taking screenshots and typing them through MS word. Since, my interests are dark, eerie themes and glitches they will be subjects that I wish to express through the project. Moreover, the project will grant a challenging experience that will aid to enhance my skills by utilizing the methods that I learned during the course.